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THEME PRESENTATION FRAMEWORK

 In January 2010, a flood hit the city of São Luiz do 
Paraitinga and destroyed several historic buildings.

 The reconstruction process had a significant popular 
participation, in several areas, and changed the 
relation between the government and the inhabitants 
of the city after the reconstruction

 In other cases in Brazil, such as in Goias Velho, the 
popular participation wasn’t significant. 

 In this work, we intend to present the specificities of 
the case of São Luiz do Paraitinga which can explain 
the reasons for the wide involvement of the 
population in the reconstruction process. 

 Case study.

 History.

 Sociology.
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SOURCES METHODOLOGY

 Scientific articles available online; 

 Theses available online;

 Reports and interviews available online;

 Documentaries.

 Bibliography analysis;

 Case study.
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FOTO 1: HTTPS://G1.GLOBO.COM/SP/VALE-DO-PARAIBA-REGIAO/NOTICIA/COM-MUSICA-E-PRATOS-TIPICOS-SAO-LUIZ-ESPERA-
20-MIL-PARA-FESTA-DO-DIVINO.GHTML

HISTORY E CULTURE

 170 km from São Paulo, 617 km², 10,000 inhabitants.

 Occupation in 1769.

 Cultural wealth.

 “Estância turística”: cultural tourism (architecture 
and cultural festivities), rural tourism, ecotourism and 
adventure sports (rafting).

 Cultural manifestations: “carnaval de marchinhas”, 
“a folia do divino”, “congada”, “moçambique”, etc.

 Popular identification with the image of the 
“caipira”.

 Listed as national heritage by the IPHAN.

https://g1.globo.com/sp/vale-do-paraiba-regiao/noticia/com-musica-e-pratos-tipicos-sao-luiz-espera-20-mil-para-festa-do-divino.ghtml


THE TRAGEDY
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▪ 01.01.2010: historic center 

completely submerged by the flood.

▪ 83 historic buildings affected and 

30 completely destroyed. 

▪ Rescue of the inhabitants by the 

rafting team.

FOTO 1: HTTPS://WWW.RESEARCHGATE.NET/FIGURE/FIGURA-2-ESCOMBRO-DA-IGREJA-MATRIZ-DE-SAO-LUIZ-DO-PARAITINGA-SP-APOS-A-ENCHENTE-DE_FIG2_320965576

FOTO 2: HTTP://ROTINADEBOMBEIRO.BLOGSPOT.COM/2010/04/MEGA-INUNDACAO-EM-SAO-LUIZ-DO.HTML

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Figura-2-Escombro-da-Igreja-Matriz-de-Sao-Luiz-do-Paraitinga-SP-apos-a-enchente-de_fig2_320965576
http://rotinadebombeiro.blogspot.com/2010/04/mega-inundacao-em-sao-luiz-do.html
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FOTO: HTTPS://WWW1.FOLHA.UOL.COM.BR/SAOPAULO/2018/06/1971984-SAO-LUIZ-DO-PARAITINGA-PRESERVA-A-VIDA-CAIPIRA-
EM-IGREJAS-E-NA-GASTRONOMIA.SHTML

RECONSTRUCTION: POPULAR PARTICIPATION EXAMPLES

 Rescue: rafting team and organizers of the Festa do 

Divino.

 Post-Rescue: volunteers to shore up buildings, shelter 

and donations for inhabitants, assistance from 

neighboring cities.

 Reconstruction: foundation of AMI São Luiz do 

Paraitinga, creation of a group for organize the 

reconstruction process, expansion of the number of 

Municipal Councils, encouragement of popular 

participation, return of Luzienses to the city to assist in 

the reconstruction, maintenance of festivities, 

 Post-Reconstruction: creation of memorials, 

documentaries and active popular participation in the 

revision of the Plano Diretor. 

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/saopaulo/2018/06/1971984-sao-luiz-do-paraitinga-preserva-a-vida-caipira-em-igrejas-e-na-gastronomia.shtml


7FOTO: HTTPS://WWW.NEPAM.UNICAMP.BR/A-ENCHENTE-QUE-ENTROU-SEM-PEDIR-LICENCA-E-TRANSFORMOU-SAO-LUIZ-DO-PARAITINGA/

THESES AND DISCUSSIONS: THE IMPORTANCE OF CULTURE

 Resilience and broad popular participation.

 Importance of the festivities in social cohesion 

(JULIANA FARINACI).

 The “caipira” image and the feeling of belonging.

https://www.nepam.unicamp.br/a-enchente-que-entrou-sem-pedir-licenca-e-transformou-sao-luiz-do-paraitinga/
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 “Heroism” of the rafting team and the union of the

population.

 Government incentive for popular participation.

 The “alive” historic center.

 Respect and valorisation of local symbols.

https://www.nepam.unicamp.br/a-enchente-que-entrou-sem-pedir-licenca-e-transformou-sao-luiz-do-paraitinga/
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CONCLUSION

 After a natural disaster, what are the factors that favor 
the unity of the population for the reconstruction?

 Continuity of daily life during the reconstruction period.

 Governmental incentive for popular participation

 Encouraging the feeling of belonging

 Recognition of the population’s actions (rafting team)

 Recognition of artistic and cultural manifestation 
(festivities, churches, bell and the image of the 
“caipira”)

 Previous existence of a cohesive group (Festa do 
Divino)

https://www.nepam.unicamp.br/a-enchente-que-entrou-sem-pedir-licenca-e-transformou-sao-luiz-do-paraitinga/


OBRIGADA!
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“São Luiz has lost part of its historic 

mansions, but it has not lost its culture. It 

has lost part of its church, but it has not 

lost its Faith. The union of these people is 

what makes the reconstruction”.

Eduardo de Oliveira Coelho, tourism 

director of São Luiz do Paraitinga

FOTOS: HTTP://WWW.IPATRIMONIO.ORG/SAO-LUIZ-DO-PARAITINGA-CONJUNTO-HISTORICO-E-PAISAGISTICO/#!/MAP=38329&LOC=-23.221015200000007,-45.30942440000001,17

http://www.ipatrimonio.org/sao-luiz-do-paraitinga-conjunto-historico-e-paisagistico/#!/map=38329&loc=-23.221015200000007,-45.30942440000001,17

